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Abstract

The "Centre National de l'Energie, des Sciences et des Techniques Nucleaires" (CNESTEN) realised, from
February 1999 to March 2000, a quality control of 41 mammography facilities in Morocco. The protocol and
standards adopted for achieving the control of elements constituting the mammography chain are those
elaborated by GIM and Qualix association. Statistics and conformities results are presented. The program was
performed in order to demonstrate to the practitioners in mammography field, the utility and necessity to have a
national quality assurance policy. The main objective of CNESTEN is to be accredited by the Moroccan
government as a reference laboratory in quality control and dose evaluation in medical imaging and radiotherapy.
To achieve this goal the CNESTEN has set up Medical Physic Unit well trained and equipped with the necessary
instruments.

1. Introduction

The mammography is considered as an important tool for the early detection of the breast
cancer. However the value and the diagnostic performance depend closely on the performance
of elements constituting the mammography chain.

The institution of procedures of quality control and assurance quality program, specific to the
mammography, is considered as factor permitting to get the maximum diagnostic information
with minimizing the dose delivered to the patient and the medical personal. The cost of the
exam is also reduced. Several procedures of quality control, aiming to improve and to assure
quality of the images, have been developed and adopted in several countries: USA, Canada,
European Union, etc.

In Morocco, the quality assurance in medical imaging is not regulated, and is therefore not
adopted and performed by the different centres of medical imaging. Rare are practitioners who
judge usefulness to adopt procedures of quality control for monitoring the performance of
theirs facilities.

The CNESTEN, national institute, is considered as the main promoter of the use of nuclear
techniques in the different socio-economic sectors in Morocco. The Department of the
Medical and Biological Applications of CNESTEN via the Medical Physics Unit has start
work in order to institute a national mammography assurance quality program. With the
collaboration of the National Federation of Radiologists (FNR) and the Moroccan Society of
Radiology(SMR), the CNESTEN undertook the realisation, free of charge, of quality control
of mammography facilities. The goal is to demonstrate the interest to adopt a quality
assurance program for improving the quality of images and reducing the cost of exams.

2. Technical procedures

The number of mammography facilities in Morocco is 80 distributed mainly between cities of
Casablanca and Rabat. For reasons of logistical order we were not able to achieve the control
of all facilities. Only 41 facilities benefited from this program: Casablanca: 20, Rabat: 12,
Fez: 4 and Tangier: 5 facilities. A detailed information letter concerning the progress and the
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objective of the program was sent to responsible person in all facilities before the realisation
of installation check.

The tests were done according to the French protocol, elaborated by the interdisciplinary
grouping of mammography (GIM)[1] and the European committee [2], Several parameters are
concerned [3]: Storage film local, Dark room, Processor film, Screens-films systems,
Mammography unit and the viewing conditions, as well as a global evaluation of the image
quality with MTM 100 French phantom breast in the usual clinical conditions exposition.

After control, the results have been analysed [4-5] and have been interpreted [6-7] in
accordance with French Standard Qualix Association [8]. A final report regrouping the
results, noted irregularities as well as recommendations have been sent to the responsible of
the installation concerned under confidential letter.

3. Statistics and conformities results

3.1. Storage film local and dark room

In the storage local, The visual inspection of films storage conditions revealed that: The
storage was vertical in 22 facilities (53%) while it was horizontal in 6 facilities (15%). 13
facilities (32%) have not storage local. The temperature measured inside the local was in
accordance with French standards (21°C). However the temperature inside the dark room was
higher than the standards in 25 facilities (61%), while it was from 17°c to 21 °C in 18
facilities (39%).

For the darkroom fog check, a film was half covered in the room for two minutes and then
processed. The difference of optical density between the two areas (covered and not covered)
should be inferior to 0.20 OD according to the French standards. In 31 facilities (75%) the
darkroom fog was correct. In 2 facilities (5%) the power lamp was superior to 25 KW. The
others facilities (20%) were not equipped with lamp.

3.2. Processing film

It is demonstrated that conditions of processing film have a big influence on the contrast and
level of dose irradiation. The timing processing and developer temperature should be adjusted
to obtain high quality mammography images. Only 4 facilities (9.7%) are equipped with the
processing film machine dedicated only to the mammography exams.

3.2.1. Sensitometricfilm
The parameters measured are base fog density and film's speed and contrast. The

methodology consisted of sensitising a strip film by the sensitometer, running it through the
processor, and measuring, by the densitometer the optical density in different steps.

Base fog density: In 34 facilities (83%) the base fog density was lower than 0.2 OD while
it was higher than 0.2 OD in the others facilities (17%).
Sensitivity screen-film:In almost facilities visited we noted that the reference conditions
processor were not respected. In 15 facilities (37 %) the sensitivity film-screen was inside
the range: from steps 10 to 11, and in 26 facilities (63%) the sensitivity was from steps 12
to 14.
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. Film Contrast: this parameter is considered as the difference value of the optical densities
between the interest and surrounded regions. In 24 facilities (58%), the contrast values
was from 0.40 to 1. In 13 facilities (32%), the contrast value was within 1.1 and 1.40 and
in 4 facilities ( 10%) it was within 1.41 to 1.60.

3.2.2. The processing time
The processing time was measured by the chronometer. It's the time taking by the film from
his entrance and exit through the processor. In 10 facilities (24%) the time of processing was
from 75 to 90 s. In 20 facilities (49%), it was from 100 to 120 s, in 8 facilities ( 20%) from
130 to 150 s and finally, it was from 160 to 180 s in 3 facilities (7 %).

3.2.3 Cassettes - screen -film contact
In all facilities visited we noted only one contact screens- film problem.Two cassettes had a
bad closing in 2 facilities but tracks of dust were present on the screens in 38 facilities.

4. Mammography units statement

The mammography unit mechanical state was controlled by checking the: rotator and
translator movements, compression breast (force, thickness), paddle, grid etc...

4.1. X-ray field congruence

According to the Qualix standards, we fixed the acceptability margin at ± 5 mm between the
X-ray limit and the external board of the breast table. In 35 facilities (85%) the difference was
within the margin fixed. In 6 facilities (15%) the difference was superior to ± 5 mm.

4.2. kVp accuracy and reproducibility

This test consist of checking out the accuracy and the reproducibility of kVp. We compared
the kVp delivered by the X-ray generator and those measured by the kVp Divider. The range
of kVp checked was from 25 to 30 kVp and the difference acceptability was fixed to ± 1.5
kVp. In 22 facilities( 54%), the difference was < 1.5 kVp wile it was > 1.5 kVp in 9 facilities
(22%). In 10 facilities (24%) equipped with the SIEMENS Mammomat B mammography unit,
the test was not achieved because of the no compatibility of the kVp Divider's operative mode
with the specified mammography unit.

4.3. Automatic exposure control AEC

To check out the AEC set-up and performance, we selected several cassettes which had very
close speed, when it was not possible we used only one cassette. We realized several
expositions, from 25 to 31 kVp, using a Plexiglas phantom of 4 cm thickness. The kVp were
increased by step of one kVp. Then we varied progressively the thickness of the Plexiglas
phantom: 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 cm while keeping the same kVp.

The optical density was measured in all films.The optical density should be between 1.45 to
1.60 OD and the variation densities should be from 1.20 to 1.30. In 17 facilities (41%), the
automatic exposure was efficient when in 20 facilities (49%) failures or problems in AEC
density tracking or density calibration were noted. The test was not performed in 4 facilities
because they are not equipped with an automatic exposure.
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4.4. Image quality evaluation

For image quality evaluation, we used the MTM 100 French phantom breast. Its semicircular
shape, 4 cm thickness, made with PMMA material and contained some inclusions like aspects
of human equivalence (fibber, masses, microcalcifications). The phantom was positioned on
the breast table with its longest edge centrally with the chest wall edge of the table. We
exposed the phantom in the same conditions as used clinically for a standard sized breast. The
film density in the reference zone should be inside the range of 1.30 to 1.6 OD. If The film
density is outside the range we made an other exposure in order to have the density in the
specified range: 1.3 to 1.6 OD.

A score number was calculated, it's relating to the visualisation ( partially or totally) of
inclusions. A total score which is the summary of score's number inclusions, was attributed
for each facility. A minimum score of 24 points is required for accrediting the facility. In 14
facilities (34%) the score was lower than 24. In 16 facilities (34%) the score number was from
24 to 38 and in 11 facilities (27%) it was from 40 to 56.

Some artifacts were observed on the phantom image. This was attributed to the dust and the
mod processing ( roller, developer was mixed with the fixer, concentration of the developer,
chemistry replenishment..). In one facility we noted a grid artifact.

5. Viewing conditions

We tested the luminance of the monitors brightness using a photometer. Five measurements in
the coins and in the middle for each monitor were performed. The luminance should be
superior to 1700 Candela/m2. In 15 facilities (37%), the luminance was superior to the
standard fixed. In 18 facilities (43%), the brightness was insufficient and in the others
facilities (20%), the test was not performed because the photometer was not available at that
time.

We point out that others tests like; the humidity, focal spot performance, breast exposure
entrance and dose and beam quality (half-value layer) were also not performed because of the
late purchase of the material.

6. Conclusion

This study which concerned 41 facilities of mammography permitted to reach a certain
number of main objectives. Although the majority of mammography facilities are recent,
some abnormalities degrading the quality of the images and therefore decreasing the
diagnostic value of the exam were discovered. The detailed reports sent to practitioners
convinced them of the necessity and the utility to institute a quality assurance program of their
installation. Some radiologists follow our suggestions and recommendations and corrected the
abnormalities noted. A final report including all results of this study will be presented to the
Ministry of Health, Moroccan Federation of Radiologists and the Moroccan Society of
Radiology, during special seminar dedicated to the quality assurance in mammography. We
hope to arrive at the mechanism to regulate the quality assurance in mammography.
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